INDUSTRIAL CONDITION.
•itself i are more or less worked at Amritsar,
.Nurpur, GurcUtspar, S&Ikot, and other places in the
Punjab, where a large number of Kashmiri immigrants
have settled. Mr. Kipling has made the following
remarks regarding the present position of the shajvl
industry in the Punjab :
" The Kashmir sliawls are of two kinds: the first is the loomwoven, in
ftuch the pattern is produced in the loom itself by the aid of a vast
number of small bobbins carrying the coloured Pashm% the shuttle and
cross-threads bein * only used to secure the whole fabric; the second is
the cheaper kind, in which the whole of the pattern is embroidered with
the needle. The shawls are made in traditional forms, the Doskdla or
loag shawl in pairs, the Journal or square shawl, and the fdmiwdr, or
shawl always in broad stripes of alternate colour, green and white, red
and blag, &c. The shawl trade is a very fiu&uating one. As a rule, it
may be said that the fabric is too costly in proportion to the appearance-
it makes. The exports for Kashmir were in value—1880, Rs.21,50,000 y
1881, Bs. 10,88,000; 1882, 2*3.11,31,002. The introduction of the aniline
dyes has done a great deal to injure the design and appearance of
shawls, especially the coarse crimson known as magenta shawl. Weaving
b carried on in Amritsar, where, however, the Chgngthan stout wool is
obtained, and not the first quality, which never leaves Kashmir. In
Gajrit a little coarse shawl weaving is cone, and at Nurpur. also, but
here, and occasionally at Stalkot, shawl edging only is made. The edge
of the shawl has to be staffer &.nd stronger than the shawl itself, and is
woven on a silk ground. There is some likelihood that the Kinara or
edging.by itself may become an article of trade, as it-might be used for
dress trimmings and other purposes.'"
In Kashmir itself shawl manufafture is now in a-
deplorable state; The value of the trade was in former
days estimated at half a million pounds, but, now the
industry is well nigh moribund. Unless means are
taken by Government to preserve it, the art of weaving
the finest shawls will probably be extinct.

